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CHAPTER I
THE AREA OF INVESTIGATION AND THE PROBLEM
to <-.Via Fr<vhi em. --»Thi a thesis presents a
study of a group of black children undergoing therapy for
emotional disturbances. The purpose of the study is to
examine a small number of selected oases, analyzing them
within the framework provided by available research find
ings on the personality consequences of prejudice and dis
crimination for persons of minority status as experienced
in family, neighborhood, school, and peer group relations.
A secondary and more peripheral consideration is with how
a society that subjects black children to the consequences
of racial segregation and discrimination affects their
relation with therapists, particularly those who are white.
Because the study seeks more to raise questions than it
does to answer them, its nature is, in that sense, only
exploratory.
There is, everywhere, evidence of the prevalence in
America today of unfounded racial myths and unproved raolal
beliefs that have resulted in a social structure that handi
caps blacks. These myths and these unproved beliefs are
based on the assumption that inherent or biologically
1
2
determined differences exist between persons of different
races. The more common and the more frequently encountered
of these myths and unproved beliefs include the doctrine of
mentally superior and mentally inferior races, the belief
that races are temperamentally different by heredity, the
notion of biologically superior and biologically inferior
races, the myth of biologically determined racial cultures,
1
and the dogma of inherent differences in racial "morality.N
is a vast and still growing literature on this
subject, and this will be discussed in considerable detail
later. It can be said, at this point, however, that the
best evidence from that part of the literature which is
scientifically based stands in direct refutation of the
aforementioned myths and beliefs.
From this array of data, the overwhelming opinion
of modern psychology concludes that the mean differences
often observed between black and white children are largely
the result of environmental, rather than genetic, factors.
In view of the widely publicized contention of H. E. Garrett
and F. MeGurk that intelligence tests prove that "Negroes
are below whites in capacity for education" and that
For a discussion on these myths see, Melville
Herskovits, Tha Myt-.ii nf *.h» Mayyo Past, (Bostons The Beacon
Press, 1958); Ashley Montague, Mania Mng+. D Mth
T F^ R (tyth d N Y
ntg, y
p anfl^Y n-p ftfte e . rev.; ew ork* The World
Publishing Co., 1964)j also, Montagu, "The Concept of Baoe,"
ATnayjftftw Anfch-nnpftinyi ah. LXIV (July, 1962), 919-28? George
J M l IWii a Oifai MiMfc
y
E. Simpson and J. Milton linger,
A A PH rt Pi
,
gftyiminfityoiri (3rd ed« $ New
Harper and How, Pub., 1965)*
"improvement of Negroes' social and economic status does
not reduce this difference," the statements of four groups
of scientists are cited:
The Society for the Psychological Study of Social
Issues and the American Psychological Association, con
cluded in 1961:
There are differences in intelligence test scores
when one compares a random sample of whites and
Negroes. What is equally clear is that no evidence
exists that leads to the conclusion that such
differences are innate. Quite to the contrary,
the evidence points overwhelmingly to the faot that
when one compares Negroes and white of comparable
cultural and eduoational background, differences
in intelligence diminish markedly; the more com
parable the background, the less the difference.
There is no direct evidence that supports the view
that there is an innate difference between members
of different raoial groups.*
The Society for the Study of Social Problems, a section
of the American Sociological Association, conourred in the
same year:
The great preponderance of scientific opinion has
favored the conclusion that there is little or no
ground on which to assume that the raoial groups
in question are innately different in any important
human capacity . . . the conclusion of scientists
is that the differences in test performance by
members of so-called racial groups are due not to
environmental factors. This is the operating
assumption today of the vast majority of the oom-
petent scientists in the field.3
H. E. Garrett, "The Equalitarian Dogma," fcnftind
QnAr*.ft».iv. I (June, 1961), 253-57? p. MeGurk, "Psychological
Tests: A Scientist's Report on Race Differences," U. s. Nftwa
ftT|rt WVvnifi R<v|wr+-.f Sept. 21, 1956, pp. 92-96.
2
'Guidelines for Testing Minority Group Children,"
P/l Std nf snn1fl1 ffifia v
AXXIV, n. 40, quoted in Thomas F. Pettigrew, PrnfUfi pf the
NfgTp Amflyiftflw (New York: D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc.,
1964), pp. 133-34.
. 134.
The American Anthropological Association passed a
resolution by an unanimous vote (192 to 0) In 1961:
The American Anthropological Association repudiates
statements now appearing In the United States that
Negroes are biologically and In Innate mental ability
inferior to whites, and reaffirms the fact that there
is no scientifically established evidence to justify
the exclusion of any race from the rights guaranteed
by the Constitution of the United States. The basic
principles of equality of opportunity and equality
before the law are compatible with all that is known
about human biology. All races possess the abilities
needed to participate fully in the democratic way of
life and in modern technological civilization.1
In 1952* a statement submitted by thirty-five social
scientists to the Supreme Court as an appendix to appellants'
briefs in the school segregation cases contained this passages
The available scientific evidence indicates that
much, perhaps all, of the observable differences
among various racial and national groups may be
adequately explained in terms of environmental
differences .... It seems clear, therefore, that
fears based on the assumption of innate racial 2
differences In intelligence are not well founded.
This evidence suggests that there are no inherent or biolo
gically determined behavioral differences between the races.
But this is not to say that minority-group members cannot be
viewed as somewhat different from majority-group members,
for we do observe behavioral differences between the two.
The point is that these behavioral differences are other
AwhViTvtpni r>^1 ftfti Aagftft^ afci on f Vol. XXVI,
n» 6, quoted in Pettlgrew, IMd.., p. *
2
Pw>wiflTn«r Vol. Ill, n. k (April, 1955), 231.
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than biologically determined. Actually, they are to be
seen as resulting from the different experiences to which
members of the majority-group and members of the minority-
group are exposed. The prejudiced person, on observing
these differences, tends not only to exaggerate them, but
also to use them as "proof1 for his contention that the
minority-group is Inferior. What the prejudiced person
fails to accept is the fact that some of these differences
actually result from the prejudice and discrimination directed
towards the minority.
It must be underscored, however, that all minority-
group members do ""•**- respond in the same way* There are
individual differences within groups. Many different res
ponses are possible, and the likelihood that any particular
Petti-grew, qb*__cA±.. » p» 159» relates "... racial
differences do exist, but they are not a matter of Innate
group "superiority" or "inferiority": persistent patterns
of segregation and discrimination help to create and per
petuate these racial disparities; and even if discrimination
were totally abolished tomorrow, the lmprovished eoonomic
and social resources of the majority of Negroes would act
to maintain these racial disparities." For an Integrated
body of psyohodynamio theory on how a "basic" or "modal
personality is formed within ethnic or racial groups see,
Abram Kardiher, Tha iwrtiYi*™*'1 «"fl Hip SnMft-hy (New York*
Columbia University Press, 19^5)? °ora A. DuBois reports
on the testing of the theory on a South Sea island group
and provides data on how deviants from the "modal" person
Th Pi p Ai (Mili* Universiality arise in a anpiop <v m» Minneapolis* ty
of Minnesota Press, 19W; see Gordon W. Aiiport, Tha Mutn™
j ( AW Pb
.
ajrirtiftft Reading, Mass.* ddison-Wesley ublishing, Co.,
195^); Stanly Eikins, Stav-ayy (Chicago* University of Chicago
Press, 1959); Gunnar Myrdal, A" Apa-rift^n Dnamtna (New York*
Harper and Row, 1^)
one will occur is determined by the factors involved in
particular social situations. It must also be emphasized
that the minority-group responses are not necessarily unique
to the minority.
According to Bingham Dai the problems of personality
development among black children are found to be of two
major kinds.
One kind consists of problems that seem to be in
herent in the primary group situation in this cul
ture, and, therefore, they are shared in common by
both Negroes and whites. ...
The other kind consists of personality problems
that are more or less peculiar to Negro children
and are closely associated with the peculiar social
status that their elders are socially and legally
compelled to occupy in this society and the peculiar
evaluations of skin color, hair texture, and other
physical features that are Imposed upon them by the
white majority. . . . so far as the personality
development of Negro children is concerned, the
most Important conditions resulting from living
under caste restrictions seem to be the prepon
derance of lower-class families with their special
codes of conduct, broken homes, accompanied by the
dominance of maternal authority, the special impor
tance attached to skin color . . . and the extra
ordinary stress on matters of social status. Each
of these cultural situations is apt to leave its
indeliable imprint on the personality of the Negro
child.1
Some of the personality tendencies to be discussed in
this study are often characteristic of majority-group members
as well as those members in the minority groups, but the
point being made is that given the different experiences to
Bingham Eai, "Some Problems of Personality Development
in Negro Children," in P^««miHT ^ N»fr.m«A. SnMftt.y and
Cnit-.iiTft. ed. by Clyde Kluckhohn and Henry A. Murray (New iork«
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1953). P« 552.
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which members of the minority are exposed, and especially
those resulting from prejudice and discrimination, the
likelihood that these particular personality tendencies will
appear Is Increased. In other words, the Incidence of them —
given the differences In experiences related to minority
status — can be expected to be greater among the minority*
One of the basic assumptions of this study Is that
black children face special problems of psychological Impor
tance In the process of growing up that affects their later
development and social personalities* The psychogenlc notion
of emotional Illness, that early pernicious home experiences
have a deep and lasting effect on the Individual*s psycho
logical adjustment, postulates that there are family patterns
of roles and behavior which, presented by the parents, and
assimulated by the child, predispose him to one or another
type of psychological disturbance*
The black child experiences an added social dimension
to his existence that whites do not for the black child is
1
The reader is referred to the excellent summaries of
the literature by John Bowlby, H*t-.«T»w*i &»»«* awfl Marital IW
(Geneva* World Health Organization, Monograph Series No. 2,
1951); Sylvia Brody, Bftj-.f-..vmi» ftf> Mnfchft-M ny (New York* Inter
national Universities Press, 195§h Kenneth Soddy, Mental
H I DTh (2 l N Yk* Biflfl/ifch »vi wfflTiMift iwftTnpnairh vo s* ; ew ork* asic
Books, Inc., 1956). Typical reports illustrating the trend
toward systematic observation and interpretation of events
of early ohildhood would include those of Paul Bergman and
Sibyle Esoalona, "Unusual Sensitivities in Young Chlldre,"
in The PpyftVif>ftv>ft.iyf.ift S-hnfly nf fc>ift ChildT ed. by Anna Freud,
Ernst Kris, and Helnz Hartmann (New York: International
Universities Press, 19^9). IH-IV, 333-52; Robert R. Sears,
fit ai. Pfl».ftT»r>g fit Chiifl Rftjjfiwg (Evanston, 111* * Harperi
and Row, Inc., 1957
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socialized within families that are in the subordinate sector
of a caste-class system based upon race} Also, within the
black caste are social classes with a subculture that differs
from those of the class structure within the white society.
Consequently, some of the personality problems of black
children are closely associated with the social status their
families have In a system of racial-caste. The view of the
psychologist, Robert Coles, after working many years with
black youth, is that most of the "usual" problems and
struggles of growing up are complicated by this racial
dimension. He states:
• • . being Negro serves to organize and render
coherent, in a special way, many of the experiences,
warnings, punishments, and prohibitions that Negro
ohildren face. Yet, the feelings of inferiority or
worthlessness that they are likely to acquire, and
the longing to be white that they often harbor and
conceal ... do not fully account for the range
of emotions in many Negro children as they come to
terms with the meaning of their skin color. Some
of these emotions may reflect deep-seated personality 2
disturbances related only Indirectly to race or caste.
1
The definition of the status of the Negro as one of
color-caste or racial-caste was first made by social anthro
pologist, Allison Davis, s£_al». Dft«p Smith t A, 1 f y
g y nf Ca«t:<=> Artfl Ci«g« (CvMftftg-n: University of
icago Press, 19^1)• Later Allison Davis and John Bollard
studied the socialization process in a caste-class system in,
C nf Bnwriflga: The Pftyanwa.11 fry Datrpi npwiftwfr. nf Ng p g
in ■hha UvT^p Snnfch (New York: Harper and How, 19^0);
Allison Davis and Robert Havighurst compared a group of Negro
and white families of the lower and the middle-class in, The
F Mar> (Boston* The Riverside Press Cambridge,
J B1947). A similar conceptualization was used by ohn ollard
in, Cftfifce amA Ciftga In a Srmf-.hgyn Tnari (3rd 6d. , New York*
Doubleday and Company, Inc., 195?); see also, W. Lloyd Warner,
"A Methodological Note" in, St. Ciair Drake and Horace Cayton,
B MftfcTv>pr»na (New York* Harcourt, Brace and Co., 19^5)•
2 2
Robert Coles, "It»s the Same, but It«s Different,"
in The Nftgrn Amariftfln. ed. by Talcott Parsons and Kenneth
B. Clark (Boston:Houghton Miffiin Co., 1966), p. 258.
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That there are stresses and strains In any family is
taken for granted, but the stresses In a black family are
qualitatively different from those in a white family because
all black families are affected by the system of racial-caste
and the distortions it generates in the olass subcultures of
the blaok community. For instance, there are proportionally
more blaok families than white in the lower sooio-eeonomic
level. More black children have parents with limited
education; more live in inadequate and overcrowded housing;
1
more live in the lower-class subculture.
The case studies reported by Bollard and Davis, and
Bertha Riese provide vivid accounts of generation after
2
generation of appalling defeat in black families. Economic
security for most black families in non-existent.
living, unemployment, Inadequate education and economic
instability all victimize blacks to a greater degree than
3
whites.
The necessity for both parents to work, the high
incidence of broken families, and the heightened interpersonal
1
Daniel P. Moynihan, "Employment, Income, and the Ordeal
of the Negro Family," in The Nay™ Awuyricftw (Bostons Houghton
Miffiin, Co., 1966), pp. 137-58; Moynihan, Tvia KUTT»n BWmnvi
T C N Ant-.irm (Washington, D. C.: Office of
S D L M
fp ,
Policy and Hesearoh, United tates epartment of abor, arch,
1965); Pettygrew, aiU—dlt.., pp. 15-26.
2
Davis and Dollard, Child-raw nf BnmAA^aT pp. 16-62;
Bertha Elese, Haai tha Hut*. Child (Chinacm; Thft University
of Chioago Press, 1962), pp. 112-307.
K
For a discussion on the caste-class system in terms of
"victimization" of blacks see, St. Clair Drake, "The Social
and Economic Status of the Negro in the United States," in
The Negro Air^yiftfl.wr ed. by Talcott Parsons and Kenneth B
Clark (Boston:Houghton Miffiin Co., 1966), pp. ^2
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tensions within black families often result In a situation
where neither mother nor father is able to provide the
minimum of affection and attention that the child needs to
grow into a person capable of liking himself and others,
frequently because his parents do not like themselves.
The children have few experiences with stability, warmth
and attention.
The female head in an unusually high percentage of
black families is typically aggressive and hostile, and
the male, if present at all, hostile and dependent.1 The
home life in many case studies of black youth is revealed
as one of constant bickering and fighting. Often one
2
father leaves; a stepfather or father substitute appears.
Where marital discord prevails the child cannot identify
without coming into conflict with one or the other of the
male models. This situation is aggravated for many black
children because of the predominantly feminine influence
3
In the home and in the school.
1
Abram Kardiner and Lionel Ovesey, Th«> Mafir
r>f*
(New York* Norton, 1951)» P. 366.
2
I»ee Rainwater, "Crucible of Identity: The Negro
Lower-Class Family," in Tha Nag™ Amo-Mnanf e<i. by Talcott
^arsons and Kenneth B. Clark (Boston:Houghton Mlfflln Co.,
1966), pp. 185-87.
3
William C. Kvaraoeus, e-h »1., Ne
M P S C
, g
p 1 c.ft'M nwg -Pnv f».Vir>r>1 prirl ^tii startfiVil p IMaw Yrt-rlfi
Hill Book Co., 1965), p. 17.
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In connection with the severity in the ambivalent identi
fications the child is forced to make the best that he can
with his parents or role models. Studies show that some
black children are reluctant to identify with their own
color which has negative meaning for high social status in
America.
The identity that the child forms early in life depends
to a great extent upon how his needs are satisfied and how
he is thought of by his parents and other significant people
in his environment. Although this situation applies to all
social groups, it is especially true for the black child
because the patterns of behavior in his primary group
environment are in turn determined to a great extent by the
larger social and cultural setting that deforms and disrupts
them.
What techniques are available to the black child in
adapting himself to his underprivileged position? A con
siderable number of black children are able to react to the
social pressures they experience in a more or less healthy
manner. Some children, however, develop exaggerated character
defenses, while others show a variety of completely neurotic
reactions.
1
For a summary of evidence on the significance of skin
color see, Kenneth B. Clark and Mamie P. Clark, "Bacial
Identification and Preference in Negro Children," in Rftflflingfi
1* Snnin.1 Psyfthf>inyyT ed. by T. M. Newcomb and E. L. Hartley
(New York: Holt, 19^7), pp. 169-78j Clark and Clark, "Skin
Color as a Factor in Racial Identification of Negro Preschool
Children," Jwnrwai n-P Sftftia,] Pffiyfthn1ftyyf XI (May, 194-0), 159-69?
Mary E. Goodman, Raw* Awa-renegg in Y»iiy>ff ChitflTftTi (Cambridge,
Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1952); C. Landreth and B. C. Johnson,
"Young Children*s Responses to a Picture and Inset Test Designed
to Reveal Reactions to Persons of Different Skin Color,"
h. XXIV (June, 1953), 63-80.
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The earliest clinical study of black children Is that
of Lauretta Bender, who reports that racial oonflicts find
expression In blocking, mutism, catalepsy, negativism and
sleepiness. Festinger's study show that black children,
even when their behavior Is not so extreme, are often more
emotionally disturbed, more poorly adjusted to teachers,
2
and more socially maladjusted than other children. Kardlner
and Ovesey studied 25 nonpsychotlo adult blacks of both
lower-class and middle-class status In New York City and
found that subjects had a higher than average degree of
repressed and suppressed hostility, a tendency toward
exaggerated self-hatred, and as a consequence of emulating
3
the white culture In which they live, a white ego-ideal.
Studies of doll preferences by Clark and Clark dramatically
show the extent to which black children interiorize a white
ego-ideal and negative self-feelings at a very early age.
Cultural and social factors are of crucial Importance
in the treatment of minority-group members and with the
increasing stress on militancy, revolution, and social and
economic power in black communities psychoanalytic theories
of hostility and aggression, transference and counter-trans
ference as applied to blacks may require a new approach in
the future.
Iauretta Bender, "Behavior Problems of Negro Children,"
T II (February, 1939)t 213-28.
2
L. Festinger, "Hole of Crroup Belongingness in a Voting
Situation," Hntwm Rftiftfcinwg. I (January, 194?), 15^-180.
3
Kardlner and Ovesey, oju-filk., pp. 315-16.
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. —While there are many
facets to the study of character formation, one basic concern*
from the point of view of this thesis, is the fact that con
flicts in the cultural and family milieu distort the child's
development and that such conflicts are unusually damaging
for children who families are part of a system of racial-caste.
Case histories are used to illustrate the distorting influence
of social factors upon family relationships and upon the
processes of character formation.
The impetus for undertaking this study was both prac
tical, stemming from concern for many disturbed youth the
researcher worked with in a Northern state hospital, and
theoretical arising from interest in the concepts of culture
and personality development, and in the emerging vital role
of psychotherapy In the field of mental health, especially
as it applies to black people.
Since the psychiatric setting of this project is one
in which black patients are treated primarily by white
therapists, the research is seen as having value for those
persons who find themselves confronted, as therapists, by
any or all those aspects of familial, social and economic
life serving to distort and stunt the psychological growth
of blacks.
August B. Hollingshead, Frank Rieseman, and William
Haase have found that the selection of patients for psycho-
therapy has evidenced a consistent bias against lower-class
individuals. This has been observed in studies looking at
an entire community, at an outpatient clinic, or at a volun-
tary private hospital. In their studies of the relation
ships between social class and the duration of psychotherapy,
Imber and Nash concluded that therapists who have no control
over the selection of their patient and, because of it, no
opportunity to bias the selection, show a tendency to shorten
the period of therapy for those lower-class patients assigned
to them.
These observations are pertinent because the system
of racial-caste keeps an unusually high percentage of blacks
in a lower-class position. This problem, however, is
acknowledged in the literature as a communication gap between
the professionally educated person and the uneducated indi
vidual and between the rich who can afford treatment and
the poor who usually cannot afford it.
Ciogg ana Memfcfli Innflaa (New ork ohn iley o,
1958), pp. 171-3041 Prank Riessman, «*• »i.f Mftntai Pwniifti of
fr.vift Pnn-r (New York: The Free Press, 1964); William Haase,
"The Hole of Socio-Economio Class in Examiner Bias," in Mfint,al
Hpau.h nf <•>«» Pmvr. ed. by Frank Riessman, s£_al., (New York*
The Free Press, 1964).
2
Hollingshead and Redlich, flja*—tit. s R. L. Kahn, fit, ai.,
"Social Factors in the Selection of Therapy in a Voluntary
Mental Hospital," J- Hm«id«» Hospital. VI (July, 1957). 216-28;
D. Rosenthal, filial., "The Fate of Psyohiatrio Clinic Outpatients
Assigned to Psychotherapy," Jft»-i»yioi ™f M^-»nroiig *v\A M»i
Df CXXVII (Oct., 1958), 330-43.
August B. Hollingshead and Fredrick C. Redlioh, Spflial
Y * J W & S ns, Inc.,
P i i
3
S. D. Imber and E. H. Nash, "Social Class and Duration
Of Psychotherapy," Jftnywai nf CUTiiftfli PpyfthnTngy. XI (July,
1955). 281-84.
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This thesis, hopefully, will stimulate additional
Interest In developing new ways of fostering emotional
well-being among those low In Income, of minority-group
status, and "poor" In the Intellectual and communication
skills.
The basic assumptions In this thesis about the diagnosis
of and the therapy for disturbed black children are as follow:
1* That some black children, like some white
children, acquire behavior patterns making it difficult,
If not impossible, for them to adequately function within
the social groups of which they are a part, and particularly
those groups involving family, peers, and the school.
2. That some black children, like some white
children, lack the personal stability, the personal organi
zation, so necessary for any paper and penoil measurement
of a child*s full intellectual potential.
3* That full realization of a child*s potential
to function adequately in group situations and to realize
his intellectual capabilities demands an increase in ego
strength irrespective of whatever physical or psychological
mechanisms are underlying the maladaptation.
4. That within any social class there will be cer
tain things experienced by children both black and white,
but, given the caste system in which the black is expected
to be subordinate, certain behaviors and certain values
will be unique to the black child.
16
5- That for blaek children the therapist must under
stand not only the black subculture* but must also under
stand the punishment accorded black children in America
because they are black. And they must understand the res
ponses of these blaok children to being black.
6. That In addition to a basic Freudian analysis
of the underlying trouble* social and cultural factors
must be considered in both the diagnosis and in the treat
ment.
Four therapeutic approaches are almost always indi-
oated for the treatment of emotionally disturbed children:
(l) to strengthen the ego so the child can better cope
with the situation in which he finds himself; (2) to try
to move the child into a more favorable socio-oultural
setting during the course of treatment; (3) to strengthen
the child so he can function adequately immediately after
treatment; and (4) to develop insight and autonomy so that
the child oan cope with changes In his soclo-cultural
environment and oan initiate action that will assist him
in moving into the kind of adult socio-oultural environment
he feels is best for him.
In 1963, David Ausubel and Pearl Ausubel tried to
formulate a definitive statement on "Ego Development Among
Segregated Negro Children" in which they synthesized all
available researoh data.
1
David Ausubel and Pearl Ausubel, "Ego Development
Among Segregated Negro Children," in Mental IWifch and
SftffTftyn/Mnr^ ed. by Martin M. Grossack (New York: Springer
Publishing Company, Inc., 1963), pp. 33-4-0•
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The theoretical orientation provides useful guidelines
for the analysis of the empirical data used in this thesis.
The therapeutic practices at Eastern Pennsylvania Psyohla-
trio Institute, where the children studied were undergoing
treatment( seek to increase the ego strength of the children.
For the purposes of this study, the Ausubels* basic defi
nition of "ego development" will be used.
;o development refers to the orderly series of
changes in an individual*s self-concept, self-
attitudes, motives, aspirations* sources of self-
esteem, and key personality traits affecting the
realization of his aspirations as he advances in
age in a particular cultural setting.
These normal and "orderly changes" mentioned by the
Ausubels * do not characterize the 9 oases selected for
analysis. Disruptions of ego development may occur among
children of any socio-cultural background, but the weight
of the evidence supports the general theory of the neo-
Freudians that specific cultural and social influences are
related to the individual severity and group incidence of
abnormal growth, and must be considered during treatment.
The literature reviewed in Chapter II of this thesis
refers to that discussed by the Ausubels1 as well as additional
sourees, all which serve to reinforce this general theoretical
position. Also reviewed is the available literature that
focuses specifically on the special proposition of concern
of this investigation, that "the ego development of black




This thesis accepts as demonstrated fact and not as
a mere hypothesis the Ausubels» statement that*
Negro children live in a predominantly lower-class
subculture that is further characterized by a
unique type of family structure, by specially cir
cumscribed opportunities for acquiring status, by
varying degrees of segregation from the dominant
white majority, and above all, by a fixed, apparently
immutable, denigration of their social values.1
This is not to say that all black children live in
lower-class neighborhoods or participate In the lower-class
subculture, but that all of them are affected by the fact
that their sub-group is predominantly lower-class in both
an eoonomlc and social sense. Not all black families are
unique, but the fact that so many are affects all black
children, if only indirectly. Black family life is stereo
typed as lower-class by the white majority. Middle-class
Negroes so often internalize the white stereotype of black
family life, and these middle-class Negroes in rejecting
and in criticizing the life styles of lower-sooio-eoonomlc
blacks, make clear — to their children — their agreement
with the white stereotype.
Two specific stages in the ego development of children
are discussed by the Ausubels. Their conclusions regarding
these stages, as they relate specifically to lower-class
blacks, are presented in Table 1.
Ibid.., p. 35.
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more casual, inconsistent, violent and
authoritarian controls in family-
father's chief role is to impose con
straints and administer punishment
early relaxation of care and close
supervision by family with peer group
controls increasing
early volitional and executive inde
pendence outside the home
less emphasis upon abstract than upon
concrete perceptual learning
learning begins more frequently in
families where the union is "illegal"
and loosely connected
Children are in context where illegi
timacy is not frowned upon
likely to be in a matriarchal family
climate where girls are highly
valued
peer group tends to reduce respect
for teachers and parents
academic training devalued
upward mobile children are not
trained in techniques for striving
conflicts arise from contrasting
own lower-class status with status
of middle-class children
exposure to wide range of "escapes"
drugs, sex, delinquency, etc.
H
NO
awareness of place in a caste
system creates hostility and
frustration
awareness that features of hair,
skin color, body image are consi
dered a stigma which creates an
identity problem
realization of punishment for re
sisting the caste system, creates
hostility
realization about black values and
white values intensifies identity
problem and results in ambivalence
and self rejection
pp. 33-^0.
and Ausubel, "Eg0 Development Among Segregated Negro
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According to the Ausubels», ambivalence associated
with conflicting values and with the problem of Identity
confronts black children during both developmental stages.
This ambivalence is intensified among lower-class ohildren,
and especially at this class level, is a matter of crucial
importance. They also oonolude that:
One of the most striking features of ego develop
ment in the segregated Negro community Is the
relatively more favored position enjoyed by girls.
Negro girls are less traumatized.than boys by the
impact of racial discrimination.1
Adjustment is attempted by boys and girls both by
"moving toward" and "moving away" from goals ~ a universal
dynamism — but their way of doing it reflects a cultural
pattern peculiar to the black subculture.
Omiting any discussion of the severely disturbed or
maladjusted child, the Ausubels do not discuss individual
therapy. They do, however, suggest that proportionately
more black than white children are likely to experience
severe behavior problems within our caste-class society.
Some eventually find their way to institutions such as that
from which the cases for this study were selected. If
normal ego development for all black children is thwarted
by the American caste system, and if lower-class blacks
have an even more difficult time of it, It logically follows




special consideration. Except for the most oxthrodox of
Freudians this is a generally accepted proposition. By
Intensively examining the nine children seleoted for this
study the findings might highlight the nature of some of
the special problems experienced by black children and
provide a better assessment of what the prognosis is for
restoring these children to a state of mental health
within an "unhealthy society."
Method« anA Proftftn'iiTft. —Thi « thesis proposes to
examine the earlier mentioned propositions by the method
of structural analysis. A purposive sample of nine child
ren undergoing treatment for aberrant behavior at the
Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric Institute was selected.
The soeio-cultural context in which their personalities
are evolving is analyzed with special reference to the
three most important institutions affecting their lives
to dates (l) the family* (2) EPPI, and (3) the public
school.
The analysis describes the structure of EPPI in
terms of roles and the kind of subculture they reflect in
their norms and values. Since EPPI exists within the con
text of a sooial system where raoe and color are sociolo
gically Importantt attitudes and practices at EPPI regard
ing these factors are made explicit. The specific part of
1
The basic assumption behind purposive sampling is
that with good judgment and an appropriate strategy one can
hand-pick the cases to be included in the sample and thus
develop samples that are satisfactory in relation to one's
needs and are judged to be typioal of the population in
which one is interested. See Marie Jahoda, <=»*•- at-1 Reaeayeh
Methods ^^n Sno.ial Rfli*rMnwg (New York* Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1967), PP. 520-21.
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the EPPI structure within which the nine children are
interacting will be described in detail, that is, the
Children's Unit.
The second step in the analysis of the data was
to Indicate how the child happened to come to EPPI and
how the disorder had been diagnosed. As a part of the
case analysis each child was studied in relation to other
Institutions and groups with special reference to his
family, since treatment was predicated upon the assumption
that sooio-cultural factors were Important in personality
development. The approach in this analysis was a generic
one in which the stages of ego development as defined by
Erikson were used in the assessment of the extent to which
relations in the family and in other institutions have
contributed toward the child's disordered ego development
and lack of adjustment. The basic frame of reference was
neo-Freudian.
Both Freudian and neo-Freudian theory accept family
relationships as crucial personality determinants during
the first five years of the child*s life. The rest of a
life history is a reshaping of the first formed personality
constellations. The cases were selected with referenoe to
a speoifie family type. An of the children are from low-
income, matrifocal families where some disorganization
exist. Theoretical considerations lead us to expect cer
tain kinds of personality development within this family
23
type and the researcher examined the cases In relation to
some of the characteristics of the lower-class black
family. Not all children of such families become "disturbed
enough" to require treatment? the concern here is with those
variables most likely to have precipitated personality dis
orders among these specific children. Two atypical cases
were selected. In one of these the child is the son of a
black father and a white mother and has spent his earliest
years in institutions. In the other case, the mother has
had some college education and is a school teacher.
Most literature on the black family stresses the
disastrous effect of the matrifocal family on the personality
of black males. Research investigators have given less
attention to the harmful effects on girls reared in the
matrifooal family. According to Freudian and neo-Freudian
theory, it is to be expected that girls from such families
experience definite consequences.
1
Moynihan refers to the matrifocal family as the
"typical" in Tha Neg-ra Family: The Cp,sp for N«-h1nr>ft] Aft-Mrm
(Washington, D. C.: Office of Policy Planning and Research,
United States Department of Labor, March, 1965), p. 29.
Great caution should be used In writing of the "typical" or
average black family. J. H. Rohrer and M. S. Edmonson, The
Eiffht.Vi GftweT»«/Mnn (New Xorks Harper, i960) demonstrate
conclusively that the matrifocal family was only one of the
types of families even among very low income groups in New
Orleans; see Hyian Lewis, "Culture, Class and the Behavior
of Low-Income Families," (paper presented at the Conference
on Lower-Class Culture, Barblzan Plaza Hotel, New York City,
June 27-29, 1963), p. 38. Census data for i960 indicate
about one-fourth of all black families for that given year
had female heads.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Ti. —»The ooncept of "minority status"
implies membership in a group that has deprivations and
disabilities Imposed upon it by some other group. There
is an extensive amount of literature on such groups, ethnio,
religious, national and racial in various parts of the
world. All varieties of psychological theory, clinical
data, and empirical research support the generalization
that members of minority-groups develop patterns of res
ponse to their deprivation andltheeinvidious distinctions
inflicted by the majority culture. The mental health of
the group and of individuals within it is affected by
minority status. Insofar as emotional disorders appear,
whatever their lncldenoe, it is reasonable to expect that
minority status will play some part in their development.
This thesis is concerned with social and cultural
factors that contribute to emotional disorders In black
American children. It is assumed that the social and
cultural context of a child's life is crucial to his growth
of consciousness and the role he perceives himself playing
in the world. This chapter presents a survey of the literature
24
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on this subject. Since much of the literature on the
mental health of black people Is not confined to dis
cussions of the pathology of black people, the researcher
would have been limited in the survey, if the review had
focused on research concerned with pathology exclusively.
Therefore, the following disoussion covers literature
relevant to the mental health of black people, including
social and psychological variables, as well as discussions
of emotional disorders and psychotherapy.
psychiatrists, Kardiner and Ovesey, state that!
We cannot avoid the conclusion that the dominant
conflicts of the Negro are created by the caste .
situation and that those of class are secondary.
In 1957 Martin M. Grossack studied personality characteristics
of 107 southern black students, and concurred with Kardiner
and Ovesey's findings. However, Grossack1s results showed
that:
. • • deference, exhibition, autonomy, affiliation,
succorance, dominance, abasement, nurturance, and
heterosexuallty reflect caste determinants; while
those of endurance, achievement, order, intraception,
and aggression are better considered classwise.2
Other psychiatrists, though they do not use the terms "caste"
and "class" are keenly sensitive to the Importance of these
factors in dealing with mental health problems among black
1
Kardiner and Ovesey, ftp, ei-h., p. 302.
2
Martin M. Grossack, "Some Personality Characteristics
Of Southern Negro Students," Tha JqhtwaT of Social PsychologyT
XXXVI (April, 1957)t 131.
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people.
The psychiatric literature on the black American
is not extensive. Because of their.lower economic position,
blacks as compared to whites, have been less able to afford
psychoanalysis or psychotherapy. Psychoanalysts have not
been numerous among those who have made attempts to deal
with the mental health of minorities. The emphasis has
been on concepts of culture and personality, used by a few
neo-Freudians such as Sullivan, Kardiner, Horney and Fromm.
The question of whether there is something in the
experience of growing up as a black, in contrast to grow
ing up as another type of social personality, is not,
however, a new one. The earlier studies were those of
sociologists and anthropologists attempting to answer the
question: "How does the fact of being born black affect
I
Harry Stack Stillivan, Cnnaep'fc^pifls of
N ) "M
p^ fl y yyfJ
(New York* orton, 1953)? also, emorandum on a Psychiatric
Reconnaissance," in Gynwing flp jw the Bia.oTr Bait:,, ed. by
Charles S. Johnson (Washington, D.C.: American Council on
Education, 19^1); Abram Kardiner, Tha Iwrti virtual «mri His
S (New York: Columbia University Press, 1939); also,
i F S (N Y C
i ri
tthtM firs <vf noiety ew ork* olumbia
University Press, 19^5)* Karen Horney, The NftmwMft Pe-rgnwAi 1-hy
of Py-p Timf» (New York* Norton, 1937* J also, Our Iwrtey Crmf11
(New York* Norton, 19^5^1 Eric Fromm, Egftape fVnm FffmAnm
(New York: Farror, ^)
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the developing personality of a boy or girl?" Attempted
answers have been included in major volumes published as
early as the 1940*8 such as E. Franklin Frazier»s, Isgra
<vh -hhA C-ppaawjaya. Charles S. Johnson, G-rvwriny Up in
Bai^r John Dollard and Allison Davis«s classic,
nf Bondage; John Bollard's Caafca ayifl Ciftgg in a
Tnwif and St. Clair Drake and Horace Cayton's
Bi a.p.Tr Metynpni 1« .
Abram Kardiner and Ralph Linton were the first
scholars, functioning as an interdisciplinary team, to
develop a theory of how the basic or modal personality
arises within a specific culture or subculture. Kardiner
and Ovesey applied this body of neo-Freudian theory to the
black American subculture in a study of 25 blacks in Hew
York City. Tha Ma^ic of Oppyeaai nn is a kind of milestone
in the literature. Some of the cases were patients in
psychotherapy and some were subjects who were paid for
interviews. The major focus was on the impact upon the
black child of a family structure determined by social and
economio as well as caste factors. The authors generalized
E. Franklin Frazler, Nftgyn Ypntih at:
B C A C E
. g h y
(Washington, . .: merican ouncil on ducation, 19*1-0);
Charles S. Johnson, Gvmwiyig »p ip fcha Bianir Beit. (Washington,
D. C.: American Council on Education, 19*H); John Dollard
and Allison Davis, Child-raw n-p Bnnftag<* (Washington, D. C.:
American Council on Education. 19*1-0); John Dollard, Casta
a.wri Ci«,pa 1^ a. Srwhhftfri Tntm (New Haven, Conn. * Yale
University Press, 1937); s*. Clair Drake and Horace R. Cayton,
BiT Mft».ynp»na (Harcourt, Brace & World, 19^5).
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that frequently in the black family a central figure is
the mother who has no respect for her spouse because he
cannot act according to white Ideals or prototypes. Forced
into the dominant role, both psychologically and economically,
she is sporadically punitive and affectionate toward her
children. They in turn see her as a frustrating person
rather than as one upon whom they can depend. The father,
when present at all, oscillates between submissiveness to
the mother and disinterest in the children, and makes
occasional violent attempts at punishment. The result of
continuous frustration in childhood is to create a per
sonality devoid of confidence in human relations with an
eternal vigilance and distrust §f others. 4
Psychiatrist J. H. Rohrer and sociologist Edmonson
Thompson examined data from New Orleans with reference to
the Kardlner and Ovesey work, and concluded that it over-
simplified the situation by not recognizing the variety
of family types that exist within each of the black social
classes, Including the lower-class. They were inclined to
reject the conclusion that all black personalities display
evidence of self-hatred. Hyian Lewis, a black sociologist
1
Kardiner and Ovesey, op*_£l£.*, p. 308.
2
J. H. Rohrer and Edmonson Thompson,
(New York: Harper, i960), 219*
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working with lower-class families In Washington, D. C.t
brings convincing evidence to support Bohrer and Edmonson.
The Kardlner and Ovesey thesis seems to be essentially
correct, but variations In the basic personality of blacks
may be found due to regional differences and differences
in family type.
Family and social class determinants of behavior
may be related to the degree that a family unit may belong
to a single class and have a class-determined "typical"
2
pattern of family life. The basic influence of caste on
black Amerioan life is that economic discrimination and
residential segregation produce a much higher proportion
of low income families with lower-class traits than in
the white society. Because social problems arise more
frequently at this class level, more literature is
available on lower-class families than for those at other
class levels. The structure of the lower-class black
family has been described as matriarchal or matrifocal
with the most frequently encountered theme that of a passive
3
or absent father and a dominant mother or mother-surrogate.
i
Hylan Lewis, "Child-Bearing Practices Among Low-Income
families," in Cftga Wn-Hr Pft.peT»flr 1 Q£i ; Tfoa Mfi-h1r>rift1 CnwP<yr<=>rmi*
ir> Snftifli Wpifay<>t New York, 1961, pp. 79-92; also, "Culture,
Class and the Behavior of Low-Income Families," (paper pre
sented at the Conference on Lower-Class Culture, Barbizon
Plaza Hotel, New York City, June 27-29, 1963), p. 47.
2
E. Franklin Frazler, Tho Nftflpro In f.he Urii-had
(rev. ed.j New York: Macmillan, 1957), 240.
Dai, QSU—fiii.» 552.
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Other references to the black family note the work
ing mother's neglect of her children, and the intermittently
absent father's competition with his ehildten for depen-
1
dency gratification from the mother. A tendency to emphasize
somatic complaints has also been related to an ambivalent
1
dependence upon the mother.
Asocial or neurotic behavior problems, indicated
in Bender's research, arise from special family situations
which result from Inferior social and economic background
and from a combination of warm, interhuman relationships
2
and poor crystallized family constellations.
3
Davis, Mass, and Maccoby found that many of the
etlological features In the environment that Impinge on
personality development are not specific to blacks as such,
but are characteristic of a caste system. They found that
lower-class parents are generally more casual, inconsistent,
and authoritarian, and resort to more harsh, corporal forms
of punishment.
— -
E. Milner, "Some Hypothesis Concerning the Influence
of Segregation on Negro Personality Development," Payfthia-hvy,
VI (Sept., 1953)t 291-99.
2
Bender, npT nit., p. 226.
3
Allison Bavis, "Child Training and Sooial Class,"in
Child Beh*«HnT» and Pavelnpraewh t ed. by H. G. Barker, ftt: al . ,
(New York:McGraw-Hill, 19^3), p. 51; H. Maas, "Some Social
Class Differences in the Family Systems and Group Relations
of Pre- and Early Adolescents," Child Den-aiop™***,t XXI (May,
1951)t 1^5-152; E. E. Maocoby, fi£_al., "Methods of Child
Hearing in Two Social Classes," In Rpad1wga 1n Ch11fl Devainp-
L. ed. by W. E. Martin (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 195^;, p. 1
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Dai, studying problems of personality development
in black children, and Deutsch, in a study of the contri
butions of social, personality, and racial factors to
school retardation in minority-group children, confirmed
their findings that lower-class black families are more
apt to be broken, fathers are more frequently absent, and
a matriarchal and negative family atmosphere more commonly
prevails. Sdare reports that mother or mother-surrogate
tends to be infantllizing and overprotective towards the
children. While the child receives maximal gratification
at the oral phase of development, he is usually subjected
to prohibitive, demanding or threatening attitudes at the
2
anal and phallic levels of development.
Direotly related to family structure is the problem
of masculine identification. The black man, according to
evidence presented by Kardiner and Ovesey, and also by
Prazier, has a significant problem in securing and maintain
ing a masculine Identification, not only because of the
structure of his family, but also because of the emascu
lating pressure of the white society, against which effective
3
retaliation is impossible. This emasculation may begin with
1
Dai, np. ftit..T p. 557; M. Deutsch, et-al., "Some
Considerations as to the contributions of social, personality,
and Racial Factors to School Retardation in Minority Group
Children," (paper read at American Psychological Association,
Chicago, August, 1956), p. 18.
2
A. B. Sclare, "Cultural Determinants in the Neurotic
Negro," in Mem-hai Health anA Spg-pagat.ionT ed. by Martin M.
Grossack (New York: Springer Publishing Company, Inc., 1963)*
p. I63.
^Kardiner and Ovesey, ov» fi1t.» P- 20*J-.
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the little boy»s awareness that his father and father-
surrogates are vulnerable In relation to white males.
Recognition of discrimination on the basis of color and
of the differences in power and prestige between the black
and white groups has been found in children at four or five
1
years old.
The individual problem arising around masculinity
has been stressed by a white psychoanalyst, Helen McLean,
who states:
The dilemma for the Negro male is as follows:
If he accepts his second class position, he is
filled with self-hate, because of the Insult
to his deepest feeling of masculine strength;
if he identifies with white men and becomes
the hated and powerful man, he must renounce
his ties with his own people. . . and the
majority of white men will punish him for his «
presumption in acting as if he were like them.
A color-caste system allocates more privileges and
prestige to white people than to black people. It is under
standable why many non-whites would prefer to be white.
The unattainable wish to be white, which to an important
degree is a response to environmental reality, can be a
source of almost Insoluble conflict. This wish has been
conceptualized by Kennedy as "hostile ego ideal."
1
Clark and Clark, "Racial Identification;"1
P. 173-
2
Helen McLean, "The Emotional Health of Negroes," in
MeryfraJ Health anfi S&grfiqa.tAcmt ed. by Martin M. Grossack
(New York: Springer Publishing Company, Inc., 1963), p. 133*
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According to Kennedy, it is vital for the child to see his
parents as capable of his delegated omnipotence; from birth,
the black child is unable to do this. He states:
On the one hand, the child reared in the Negro
neighborhood develops the abstractT unrealistic,
unattainable white ego ideal. On the other hand,
in our culture the Negro child reared in a white
community suffers the ftormrftfcq development of
the hostile, white ego ideal. How a healthy
Negro ego ideal can be engendered from childhood
in these circumstances is the unanswered psycho
analytic question.1
Erik Erikson has postulated an early disruption of the
continuity of the black child*s identity as he becomes
aware of his black identity. This entails a split identi
fication with the dominant, superior, white group and the
2
deprived, inferior black group.
Walter Adams has made a significant observation
about the way in which a caste-system may affect parent-
ohild relations with serious consequences for the child1s
personality development. He finds the black child's
identification with his parents to be "anxiety-laten,"
particularly in situations where there are heightened
tensions in regard to race relations on the part of the
parents resulting in insecurity and impotence in the face
1
Janet A. Kennedy, "Problems Posed in the Analysis
P" M HSof Negro atients," in awhal ftfl.1ty» ar\A Segragfl-M nr\t ed.
by Martin M. Grossack (New York: Springer, 1963), p. 220,
2
Erlkson, "^h® Concept of Identity in Race
Relations! Notes and Queries," in Tha Negro Amtvrinnr\t ed.
by Talcott Parsons and Kenneth B. Clark (New York*The
Riverside Press, 1966), p. 237*
of social reality. He concludes:
. . . the child might turn to the white group
for identification as a defense against this
anxiety. . . at some point he would inevitably
encounter a final rejection. . .1
The theory of personality development among blacks
has been built up by sooial psychologists and by psychia
trists using a few cases studied clinically. Protective
techniques have been used to test these theories and there
is a fairly extensive body of literature in this field.
Using the Rorsohaoh, Kardiner and Ovesey found that
their subjects* main concern seemed to be handling the
aggressive impulses they dare not express because of the
realistic fear of retaliation from a hostile environment.
Fear of retaliation was suggested by the prevalence of
mutilation fantasies and also by theeextraordinary fre-
2
quency of "blood" responses. Seward explored the per
sonalities of blacks from Southern and Northern backgrounds,
and discovered that hostility and deep anxieties again
appear in mutilated fantasies concerning various anatomical
structures. Of these, he found the most interesting was
the neck, in view of the lynching terror that must be a
3
conscious element in every black American.
Walter Adams, "The Negro patient in Psychiatric
Treatment," AmftT»1ftAW Jnnrnfti nf OT>1*.Vir>pgypVi1fl.t:T'yr XX (Jan.,
1950), 305-310.
2
Kardiner and Ovesey, aju_al£., pp. 301-38.
George Seward, Psychotherapy and Cy"|i:irre
(New York: Ronald, 1956), p. 158.
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The personality patterns and defense mechanisms
reflected on the Rorsohach In the Kardlner and Cvesey
study showed that black subjects tended to rely on denial
for the control of anxiety. On projection of conflict
over social sex roles, the male subjects tended to see
the female figures as masculine and authoritative, and
they expressed attitudes of mistrust, hostility, and
resentful dependency on them. The women in their turn
perceived men as irresponsible and exploitative.
Mussen studied differences between the TAT res
ponses of black and white boys and found that black
children*s TAT fantasies point to a stronger mother role
and revealed less feeling of maternal rejection.
Difficulties with interpersonal relationships were indi
cated by the comparatively few expressions of friendly,
respectful, and kindly attitudes toward others. Despite
the hostile attacks from the environment, the aggression
on the part of blacks found milder forms of expression
2
than in the case of comparable white children.
Powdermaker, In an artiole entitled, "The Channeling
of Negro Aggression by the Cultural Process," analyzes the
method by which the seemingly passive blaoks express their
aggressive hostilities. The black man's problem in
—.
Kardiner and Ovesey, np. qif:.r p. 337.
2
P. H. Mussen, "Differences Between the TAT Responses
of Negro and White Boys," in Mewhaj Health &v>d Se^yeg^iQw,
ed. by Martin M. Grossack (New Xorks Springer, 1963], p. 120.
3
Hortense Powdermaker, "The Channeling of Negro
Aggression by Cultural Process," in Per^nwaHtv in NafaifB,
Society and 0nlfcm»wr ed. by Clyde Kluckhohn and H. Murray
(New Xork:Knopf, 19^9. pp. 595-97.
expressing hostile wishes particularly against whites, has
been regarded by Kardiner and Ovesey and later by Bertram
Karon as the basis of self-hatred. Kardiner and Ovesey
interpreted much of the behavior of their subjects as re
flecting efforts to deny low self-esteem and reactive
aggressive impulses against their own fellows as well as
against the white population. Dollard, in contrast,
related this hypothesis to identification with the powerful
white groups introjected white attitudes result in self-
hatred i reality prohibits the achievement of the state of
being white, and the black's reactive aim-inhibited
hostility, utilizing the Introjected attitudes, is then
2
directed against himself.
.—The weight of the research evidence
supports the neo-Freudian position as ably stated by Opier
and Singer in an article on, "Ethnic Differences in
Behavior and Psychopathology." They conclude:
There are definite cultural differences in
psychogenic and psychodynamic patterns. A
given culture favorsccertain stress systems
and sanctions given styles of emotional
expressions.3
Bertram Karon, Thf Nay-ivs PftyflftwaH t-.v (New
Knopf, 19^9). P. 83.
2
Dollard has regarded the violence within black groups,
directed against each other, as a consequence of their in
inability to be freely aggressive against a white majority.
John Dollard, ** «t *, EVnafe-r'fi.t.irm a.-nc\ Agp-raggi on (New Haven,
Conn.« Yale University Press, 1939)# P. 23.
3
M. Opler and J. Singer, "Ethnic Differences in Behavior
and Psychopathology," Itifcerna.i:1owal J^n^nal nf Social Pav-
T II (1956-57 )t 11-23 •
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Blacks are a raMai minority who have been forced Into a
subordinate caste position that constitutes a special
kind of "stres system." The minority subculture like that
of the majority Is stratified by social class and not only
are certain "styles of emotional expression" sanctioned
in relations between black and white people, but also with
in speoifio social classes. There is general agreement
among social scientists and members of the medical pro
fession that the impact of the caste-class "stress system,"
not biological inheritance, is responsible for these
statistical differences. This survey of literature has
attempted to integrate a wide range of research findings
on certain significant problems: (l) the black basic per
sonality; (2) the implications of caste and class in black
family interaction; (3) the problem of masculine identity,
and (4) general psychological reactions to the caste-class
stress system.
The analysis of the nine cases in this thesis
involves black children who are emotionally disturbed. A
broad framework for understanding is available in the
literature. Detailed research data on therapeutic work
with emotionally disturbed black children is, however,
sparse. In a 187-item bibliography, Grossaek presents
only three such items, although many references on normal
children are listed. Because there is so little published
data of this type it is hoped that this thesis Will make
some contribution toward the widening of knowledge in this
area of researoh.
CHAPTER III
NINE EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED BLACK CHILDREN
Hftgpifr.fti Sft-tvhififl..—Tviig thesis is concerned with
the way in which an institution, Eastern Pennsylvania
Psychiatric Institute, is attempting to deal with some of
the problems in mental health in an Eastern State. The
purpose of this thesis was to study the impact of this
institution upon nine black children who were referred
there for treatment.
The Children's Unit of Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric
Institute is a twenty-six bed residential unit, and has out
patient facilities for treatment of emotionally disturbed
children and their families. The Institute was established
by an act of the legislature of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania and was dedicated on May 16, 1956, to the pur
pose of research, training, and treatment in the field of
mental health. In addition to the children's unit, the
institute has an adult residential unit, adult outpatient
clinic, department of clinical research, and a department
for researoh in the basic sciences related to mental health.
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An Integral part of the program Is the training of
personnel In many disciplines: residencies In child psy-
ohiatry, tralneeshlps In psychology, and field placements
for social work students. In addition to the above oppor
tunities, an inservioe training program is provided for
child care and nursing personnel who work with the children
in the residential units. Other team members include
teachers and art therapists.
The staff's racial composition is mixed with a pre
ponderance of the blacks employed as ohild care workers
and teachers. During the researcher's fieldwork plaoement
only one black psychiatrist and one social work student
on the professional staff. ®4venoAmerica• s racially based
system of oaste and class, and its general effect on the
structuring of most institutions, it is to be expected
that a greater percentage of the professionals and residents
would be white.
The children's unit is engaged in the study of many
approaches to the problems of emotional disturbances In
children and their families and the methods of treatment
for these difficulties. In the outpatient clinic children
are seen for treatment while still living at home and
attending their regular schools. Outpatient children with
severe learning difficulties may attend school at the
institute in the I&y Treatment program.
The aim of the Qay Treatment program is to teach
seriously disturbed children appropriate modes of social
adjustment in hopes of sustaining them in their homes and
in active community life as long as possible. There is an
extensive treatment program including Individual and group
psychotherapy for the patients and their parents.
There Is also an inpatient unit for more seriously
disturbed children who require close supervision and who
must be given residential treatment. The selection of
patients is based on adaptability to the children already
in residence and also on suitability for research and
training programs that are in progress.
Children in these two programs receive individual
psychotherapy, group therapy, art therapy, occupational
therapy, dance and music therapy, as well as individual
formal education from the institute's schools.
Children are referred from schools, various social
agencies, and from private medical practitioners. The
Institute works closely with pediatricians, social agencies,
and other professional groups working in this area. In
general, it is the most intensive attempt made in this
community to help children who are seriously disturbed,
emotionally and mentally.
—Permission to pursue this research was
granted by the director of EPPI social service department.
Contact was subsequently made with some of the teaohers,
psychiatrists, and art therapists to discuss the purpose
of the study, and to seek for suggestions of possible
subjects who, Insofar as they knew, had come from unstable
home environments, showed striking racial and sexual Identi
fication problems, and had a poor self-Image. Following
this, the researcher read the case records on black youths
who were or had been In treatment, and using a purposive
sampling technique finally selected the nine oases.
The subjects for this exploratory study Included 5
girls and 4 boys In treatment at EPPI. Two boys and 1 girl
were lnpatlents, and 4 girls and 2 boys were outpatients.
They were thoroughly evaluated and diagnosed before admittance
to the Institute for treatment of their emotional disorders.
The subjects were from various community areas within
Philadelphia. They ranged In age from 7 to 15 years.
The criteria used for the selection of oases were:
(1) ethnicity, that is, only black children were selected;
(2) sufficiency of data available; (3) socio-economic status
of parents; (4) suggestions of staff who had worked with a
specific child or parent.
The study utilized two methodological strategies*
(l) the use of case records, and (2) direct observation.
The case records maintained by the agency contain information
regarding sex, age, educational achievement, reasons for
referral, as well as a detailed account of the patient's
developmental history, psychological testing, summaries of
the therapists* treatment, social history of parents, and
summaries of the psychiatric sooial workers* treatment of
parents. In utilizing direct observation, the investigator
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initiated contact with the patients, in a limited way, by
observing their activity for five months. They were viewed
in activity roams and on the playground, and lunch was
eaten with them twice each week. There was not, however,
any opportunity to establish intimate contact with four
of the outpatient children, although considerable rapport
was established with some of their teachers and some child-
care workers. Valuable data resulted from these contacts,
given the wide ranging experiences most of the workers and
teaohers have had with these children.
Fhfl SfliMflft nf Cfllflfln....The 9 cases selected for study
include 5 girls and 4 boys. Three of the cases were in
the latency period of development and the other 6 were in
the early stages of puberty and adolescence. Two of the
boys had been under treatment at EPPI for over 5 years,
but none of the others had been in treatment for more than
4 years. In 1 oase, treatment had been terminated at the
end of a year and a half. The table on the following
page presents some basic facts about the 9 cases.
The first 3 oases include 2 boys and 1 girl in the pre-
adolescent stage of development. An 3 oases presented show
behavior problems, the girl at school, and the 2 boys in the
foster homes where they lived. Cases 1 and 3 involve child
ren from very disorganized homes. Case 2 is from a family
in which the mother is white and father black. Among the 6
adolescent cases are 2 girls and 1 boy with learning diffi
culties and 2 girls and 1 boy with behavior problems.
TABLE 2


































































in school and at home
Behavioral problem in a
series of foster homes








at home, in nursery school
Reading problem in school
Immobility of hand after
slight injury, hysterical
symptoms




problems in public school
t\f Fi lpA i yg« ^i1!?1* Ai ** Cfoaeg > ——Having examined
the Individual oases of nine children undergoing therapy,
with a body of neo-Freudian theory as a frame of reference,
they are now viewed collectively with the aim of finding
common factors and significant variations. Lack of an
adequate functioning father Is a constant In all oases,
and Table 3 presents data for the discussion of the socio-
economic status of the mothers*
Only 2 mothers In this group finished high school,
but all had some high school education. Their occupations
reflect the limited opportunities for the general population
of black Americans in the caste system. Most of the mothers
in the sample were employed in menial jobs, factory work,
or minor clerical Jobs. Four of the mothers were receiving
public assistance. With one exception, they had married
men In similar low status, poorly paid jobs. Only one mother,
however, displays those behavioral traits and values associated
with the disorganized sector of the black lower-class. Not
enough statistical data are available to class-type these
1
mothers according to generally used methods. Qualitative
data are adequate, however, for making a less rigorous
assessment. Data on family background suggest that the
most disorganized mother has been downward mobile into the
lower-class from a family in which the father owned his
own small business; her mother died when she was five.
1
W. Lloyd Warner, *»*•, a.1 . f Sr>M«1 Claiag 1w
(New York* Harper & Row, i960).
TABLE 3





Educa- Educa— Educa— Educa—
--~-~-
Amazon 9 AFDC~ Unk odd jobs, Unk owner of Unk Unk, died
present job barber shop when mother
unknown was 5
Paul 12 clerk Unk factory Unk Unk Unk Unk,separa
typist work ted when
mother in
fant
John 11 hospital Unk “drifter” Unk Unk Unk Unk, died
aide, five unemployed when mother
and dime, was young
chambermaid
AFDC




Tom 11 Domestic, 11 presser, Unk Unk, died Unk Unk, died
AFDC unemployed mother was mother was
7 10
Joe 10 hairdresser Unk contractor Unk Railroad Unk Unk
school cross plastering watchman,
ing guard, self- janitor
nurses aide employed
Windy 1 yr mail order Unk stevedore, Unk farmer Unk Unk




Gwen 10 housewife, 8 parking Unk carpenter Unk Unk,separa
poverty pro lot when mother
gram aide attendant was 7
Wilma 4 yr hospital Unk Unk Unk railroad Unk never work
C~fl aide, school worker ed
teacher
*AFDC: Aid to Families with Dependent Children
This is one of the mothers now on public assistance*
Another mother* now allegedly an alcoholic, also seems to
have been downwardly mobile from a similar status level.
Five of them, in behavior and aspiration, would probably
meet the criteria for classification as Northern, urban,
1
lower middle-class or upper lower-class. The two mothers
with some college training came from stable lower middle-
class homes and were able to raise their status slightly.
That only one mother shows lower-lower traits may be due
to an EFFI policy of selecting cases of parents who are
well enough motivated and organized to cooperate with the
agency regarding treatment for themselves. Six of the
9 mothers were socialized in families broken by death or
separation before they were 10 years old, and this factor
has probably Influenced their subsequent adjustment. It
is significant that the 3 children who present learning
problems rather than emotional problems come from homes
where the mothers have employment in relatively responsible
2
jobs and came from rather stable lower middle-class families.
This group of matrifooal families each has a mother at the
head of it who accepts the widespread lower middle-class
and lower-class norm of working to contribute toward the
support of the family, but also expects the male to "do his
Drake and Cayton, o£*_fil£..t P» 231.
2
August B. Hollingshead and F. C. Bedlioh, "Social
Stratification and Psychiatric Disorders," AibatI«**
Sociological Beview, XVIII (Hay, 1953), 163-69.
part." Some of the mothers see a conflict between being
a good mother and working while the children are very
young, and express some guilt over the emotional distur
bances of their children. Host of the mothers have "success
values'1 for their children in the sense of wanting them to
do well in sohool and to adjust well to teachers and other
children, though we have no data on the aspiration goals
they have for them*
It is a truism that "disturbed11 parents are likely to
have emotionally disturbed children. Table 4 presents a
picture of the extent to which the children are in inter
action with parents who themselves need psychiatric treat
ment. An examination of Table k> suggests that in nearly
all of the cases the children are more disturbed than their
parents, but that the parents all exhibit mild personality
disorders that have created "an environment of disturbed
personalities" around their children. In some cases this
is definitely related to their own unhappy experiences
with men — their fathers and their husbands — as well as
broken homes. Prognosis for successful therapy with child
ren is closely related to effecting changes in parent-child
interaction and this involves changes in parental attitude
and behavior. EPPI tries to work with the parents where
possible.
In addition to "an environment of disturbed personalities"
generated by contact with their mothers, these children have
also been subjected to extreme family instability. None
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have had consistent and prolonged relations with a stable
father figure* Table 5 presents a picture of the constant
movement of these children from one socialization environ
ment to another. In the case of June there have been 15
different placements, over half of them In foster homes or
institutions. In the oase of Paul there have been five
foster homes and institutional situations, for three cases
residence with relatives has been the rule. In only one
case is continuous residence with the mother and father
evident, and significantly, this child has a behavior pro
blem related to aggression and an unresolved oedipal conflict.
The theory underlying the explanation and treatment
of emotional disturbance involves, In the final analysis,
some type of interpersonal psychology of a symbolic inter-
actionist type — even orthodox Freudian formulations. It
is through interaction with two adults — a mother and a
father — that the child develops a personality and the
development and resolution of the Oedipal and Eleotra
situations involving oathexis toward social objects from
whom certain kinds of responses are desired and expected.
Toilet training, feeding procedures, and the giving and
receiving of affection and rewards and punishments involve
structured father-child and mother-child relations, and
continuous training in the control and redirection of id
impulses generally and libidlnal drives in particular. It
is generally agreed that continuity and consistency of
interaction between mother and child provide the healthiest
TABLE 4
DIAGNOSIS OF CHILD COMPARED WITH DIAGNOSIS OF PARENTS
- - — -
Case Age 5ex Diagnosis of Child Diagnosis of Father Diagnosis of Mother
~
Amazon 8 F Adjustment Reaction of Data not Available Passive Aggressive Per
Chi1dh~od with Conduct sonality, Passive Depen—
Disturbance dent type




John 11 N Anxiety Reaction Passive Aggressive PPa.ssive Aggressive Per-
Personality sonality, Passive type
June 12 F Psychoneurotic Reaction Data not Available Passive Aggressive Per
other, with depressive sonality
obsessive features
Tom 13 N Schizophrenic Reaction Personality Trait personality Pattern Dis—
Childhood type, border Disturbance;Passi-ve turbance; Inadequate
line Auti~ti~—Mi1d Aggressive, Passive Personality, Passive
Dependent type Aggressive type, Depres
sive features
Joe 13 N Psychoneurotic Reac- Data not Available Passive Aggressive Per~
tion,Other;Personality sonality, Passive De—
Disorder,Dependent pendent type
Windy 15 F Psychoneurotic Reac- Passive Aggressive Passive Aggressive Per~
tion, other with Hys- Personality, Aggres sonality, Passive type
terical depressive and sive type
Compulsive features
Gwen 15 F ~syohoneurotic Reac- Data not Available Personality Trait




Wilma 15 F Passive Aggressive Data not Available 2syohoneurotic Reactjon,
~ Personality with other with Paranoid
possibility of features
Organicity
— -- -—--—------- ——--—--- —----—-—-
TABLE 5







































































































situation during the early years. In all societies, the
presence of a male in the household with whom children
can interact is necessary for adequate socialization,
though in some societies it need not be the father.
Most of the cases examined involved a high degree
of instability in family structure during the first six
years of the life of the children who eventually needed
therapy. The mothers are generally away at work during
the day; fathers and mothers separating so that father
becomes an occasional visitor rather than constantly
accessible object of face-to-face interaction. And In
some cases, no mother at all — only mother-surrogates.
All of these children, with the possible exception of one,
Paul, have been forced to interact with mothers who to a
greater or lesser degree, have some type of personality
disturbance. For those with organic defects or perinatal
traumatic experiences, such situations might be expected
to precipitate emotional upsets. Even in the absence of
these types of predisposing factors, an environment of
disturbed personalities and unstable family relations
place a severe strain on the developing child. Since the
focus of this thesis is upon the color-caste factor, it
might be asked, "To what extent has minority status been
operative in intensifying emotional disorders in these
families? To what extent is it a factor in the therapeutic
situation?
Margaret Mead, Coming of Ag«a in Sawm*. (New
Morrow & Company, 1961)•
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The case records do not contain any material on the
extent to which members of these families have been the
victims of direct, overt* racial discrimination, or what
their reaction to these episodes has been, for the parental
and grandparental generation, however, there is no doubt
that, like all other black Americans they have had such
experiences and we would be justified in assuming that they
have developed those types of personality traits and psycho-
dynamic mechanisms described in the literature as charac
teristic of the more underprivileged and not too well
educated blacks — lowered self-esteem, self-hatred, and
repressed and displaced hostility and rage. The passive-
aggressive personalities found among these parents very
probably have a racial component among the causative factors,
except for the one white mother.
The disrupted families also reflect the "victimization11
that flows from the American caste-system. The types of
Jobs held by the fathers, the family histories of confllot,
separation and desertion are vivid cases illustrative of a
well documented situation of low income levels among blacks.
The intervention of maternal relatives and the role of the
mothers in these families are traits generally associated
with the "culture of poverty" among American blacks, and
is widespread among those upwardly mobile into the middle-
class, especially where the mother is dissatisfied with the
type of husband she has.
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Thus, from the outset, and even before they ever
faoe race prejudice directly, the "life chances" of the
children with black mothers have been affected by the
caste-class system. They begin life as "victims" because
of what that system has done to their parents. During the
preschool years, particularly, they were affected by the
stresses and strains that system Imposed on their parents,
for the children in the sample who have been in elementary
sohool for only one or two years their caste disabilities
may have affected them in either of two ways. If they
entered ghetto schools, they began life handicapped by
the notoriously substandard facilities and lack of moti
vation found in such sohools, plus exposure to peers whose
influence is not conducive to high achievement. If they
entered integrated schools they faced competition with
white peers that accentuated their race consciousness.
Six of the nine children have had public sohool experience,
one has had parochial school experience, and two have had
all their schooling at EPPI. Seven of the nine children
are now in sohool at the Institute. An are expected to
eventually find a place in some other educational institution.
They will be leaving the supportive, protective, caste-free
educational situation at EPPI.
The record of improvement is impressive, but only two
of the cases are no longer under the care of EPPI. The
goal of treatment is to strengthen the ego structure of
each child so that the supportive aid of EPPI will not be
needed. Yet, problems related primarily to the "environ
ment" of disturbed personalities and to membership in
broken and unstable families will have been "worked through"
just at the point when these young people will be confront
ing the direct impact of the caste-class system in public
school, In their first employment, and in dating situations.
The implications of this next stage in their adjustment to
reality will be discussed in the following section.
XnihftT»pT»e-hftfr.1 nr\ nf Cni 1 ftft-h^ we Fi rid 1 Yigia. ——The black
child undergoing therapy poses special problems and these
oases highlight some of them. Within the psychoanalytic
movement specialists in the analysis and treatment of
children have emerged, among whom Anna Freud and Melanle
Klein have made substantial contributions to the literature
in the field. They have demonstrated the possibility of
curing very disturbed children of deep-seated psychological
ailments. The situational factors with which they had to
deal involving family, peer group and various kinds of
educational institutions sometimes inoluded complications
related to social olass, but the body of experience where
color-caste was also a factor has been very limited. The
1
Anna Freud, PfiyftVinftwaTyfciftfti T-fftfttuwewh nf
I
y
(New York* nternational Universities Press, I960); Anna
Freud, Nrvrnnft-'lHiy and Pfrt:hr>1ngy 1r» Chi *|dT»ftrit Aagpaaniftnt: nf
DftTrft-inpBftwh (New York* International Universities Press,
1965) J Melanie Klein, Tha Pgyfthr>ftr>n1y«ia nf Chi
(London: Hogarth Press, 19^9); Melanie Klein,
C A T C P
, ,
f>f a hild r>ft1y.«a1a: hA nyidnrfh nf fcVift «yr\Vifin.yia1 yal«
Chi'Mtvavi ftg Sean In t:h<a TT»s>ft>.nnayrh nf ft Tow Yaa.T» Old Boy
(New York:Basic Books, 196l).
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closest approximation to problems arising from being black
examined In the psychoanalytic literature deals with Jewish
children; but dealing with a child of a white minority does
not pose the kind of Intractable problems faced when highly
visible differences In oolor and hair features are involved.
Erikson, Kennedy, and Kardlner have been deeply concerned
2
with this problem, but the literature is not extensive.
%e staff at EPPI were, of course, aware that the black
child presents special problems. In one case a therapist
himself raised the question of whether or not it would be
best for a child not to identify with a white psychiatrist.
The art therapists were especially sensitive to color
identification problems. On the whole, however, the records
show that concern for the racial factor was only implicit.
Whether or not racial complications enter directly into
the lives of these children, all have been Indirectly
affected by the caste-class system.
In the United States, sltuational components becomes
particularly Important as soon as the child can understand
adult comments, and crucial when he begins to interact with
peers. If a father does not perform the roles expected of
1
I. Chein, "Group Membership and Group Belonging,"
(New York: American Jewish Congress, 19^8); E. L. Hartley,
., "Children*s Use of Ethnic Frames.of Reference,"
ji nf P«yftViningyr XXVI («Kf?©h, 19^8), 367-86.
Badke-Xarrow, "Developmental Changes in the Meaning of
Minority—Group Membership," Jnnwial nf ErhiftAfc1r>WAi Pgyfthni
XXIX (June, 1953)• 82-101.
2
Erikson, "The Concept of Identity in Bace Relations,"
oju_jlLL. • p. 227; Kennedy, "Problems Posed in the Analysis
of Negro Patients," qb*—di.., p. 199; Kardlner and Ovesey,
op. nit., p. 17.
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a male family head he will be subjected to criticism by
his wife* his In-laws, and others In his wife's family
circle. Thus, from an early age, children In such a family
hear the father assailed as worthless, lazy, Immoral, and
cruel. Peers can also be very cruel In their remarks
about another child*s "old man" or the absence of "the old
man" from the scene. If the mother lives with another man
who is not the father of the child, overt conflict between
stepfather and step-children is likely, as well as unexpressed
shame and overt hostility. Within the black subculture
these emotional conflicts are intensified by the widespread
tendency to phrase hostility and antagonism toward delin
quent males in racial terms — "that no-good nigger" or
"that blaok rascal" — and by the close Juxtaposition, often
within a single family of some relatives with "Puritan"
values and other with hedonistio values. The stereotype
widespread in the general culture regarding blaok family
life may be incorporated early and a child torn between
affection for parents and a tendency to be critical of their
behavior in either class or racial terms. The case records
did not show where the therapists probe for material of
this sort.
The case of Paul, who has a black father and white
mother, suggests a type of problem that increasing numbers
of black youth may have to face during the next decade.
The identity crisis will probably be represented in the
emotionally disturbed group to a greater degree than chance
expectation.
Three of these cases were pre-puberscent children
with behavior problems. In two of them, caste and class
are clearly evident as factors contributing toward emotional
disturbances. In the case of Amazon, the caste factor has
been Indirect. Her mother is a member of the disorganized
black lower-class whose very existence and patterns of
life are a result of victimization flowing from economic
discrimination, overcrowded housing, unemployment, and
the general social neglect experienced in the black ghetto.
Amazon, raped early in life by a relative, overstlmulated
by adult sexuality everywhere around her, sexual acting
out had become a pattern that eventual made it impossible
for her to remain In an ordinary peer group at home and
at school. The specific form of behavior that her emotional
disturbance took is an exaggerated replica of behavior in
the world she knows, and of her mother*s behavior.
In the case of Paul, caste rather than class is the
dominant factor in his social situation. His mother broke
a basic caste taboos an illegitimate child by a black man.
The father has exhibited the kind of behavior that black
males frequently show in suoh situations ~ ambivalence
toward the white partner and retreat from a punishing
situation. Paul has lived his life so far in a succession
of foster homes and institutions, some white and some black.
Robert E. T. Roberts, "Children with one White Parent,"
Chioago, 1958, pp. 19-23. (Mimeographed.)
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As might be expected the crux of Paul's problem revolves
around racial Identification. Is he to be a white boy or
a black boy? America, unlike some other countries, does
not provide an In-between status. Paul Is accepted at
EPPI and has reaoted positively to this new, warm, suppor
tive environment. But the adjustment Is precarious. Many
of the black staff members are determined to try to see
that Paul accepts himself as a black boy. But does this
not mean possible conflict over a symbolic rejection of
his white mother? Paul has just begun to confront the
complex problems posed by a caste system for a "half caste."
John, with an absent father, but an upward mobile
lower-class mother who died when he was six years old,
has had a number of foster home experiences. Hata are
not available for analyzing the direct impact of the caste
factor on John, but he is subject to personal conflicts
induced by conflicts of olass norms and values.
Three of the adolescent cases are behavior problems.
In two of them, the problem of racial identification Is
apparent. In the case of Tom, the extent to which color-
caste has been a faotor in intensifying the emotional
disturbance cannot be estimated. The therapy process itself,
however, has intensified the problem for Tom, for a white
man has become what he himself calls his "hero" and he has
Donald Pierson, Mfgrn<>a ^Y\ Bt»me11 (Chicago * University
of Chicago Press, 1?3?VG*■*•**'» v™*"f Hftif-CflsH-.a (London:
Seoker and Worburg, 1937)•
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expressed the wish to be white.
Windy has a mother who Is black, but who obviously
wishes she were something else and who has persistently
retained social ties with white people. Windy Is moving
Into adolescenoe with two possible reference groups, lower
middle-class black society toward which her mother had
begun to move by going as far as one year In college and
the sober, puritanical, seotarlan world of the white
Mennonltes whose church they attend.
June has spent most of her life In an Institutional
environment. We can only speoulate on the extent to which
prolonged contact with white nuns has generated problems
of raolal and feminine Identity.
The other three adolescents were referred to EPPI
for learning problems, not behavior problems. The mother
of one of the girls, Gwen, Is the most highly educated
mother In the group of cases and has social status In her
job as a substitute school teacher. Wllma may be paying
the price for her mother's ambitions In terms of being an
objeot of rejeotlon beoause she Is not as "smart" as her
mother wants her to be.
These girls are at critical stages In their develop
ment and are subject to whatever conflicts come from
having lower middle-class mothers, but absent or Inadequate
fathers. As they solve their own sexual problems, will
they do so while holding black males In contempt? And, if
so, will their egos be strong enough to preclude emotional
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breakdowns even if they do not find love and marital
happiness? Many black middle-class girls face special
mental health problems, frustrated potentially upward
mobile girls who have learning difficulties face even
more severe problems.
Joe is a highly significant case, for he has moved
to solve the emotional problem beneath his intellectual
ones, in his own way. A procedure disapproved of by both
his mother and the EPPI staff. Joe temporarily drifted
into the ranks of the Black Muslims. Either of two things
can happen to Joe. He oan reject intellectual achievement
as a goal using race as an excuse for his poor achievement.
Or, he might follow the route of those young people who
become fired up with ambition to succeed. EPPI has ter
minated its relations with Joe. He may not solve his
learning problem, but he may solve his emotional problems
by total commitment to a social movement, racial and
religious in character.
These cases suggest that, despite all of the stereo
types about free, unrestrained, direct, simple and unin
hibited attitudes toward sex within the black subculture,
such attitudes are not always taught during the socialization
prooess, even by parents whose own behavior is unoonvelifcisnal
Margaret Brenman, "Urban Lower-Class Negro Girls,"
PflYfthiA<vnyr VI (Sept., 19^3), 307-2^j also, Brenman,
"Minority-Group Membership and Religious, Psychosexual, and
Social Patterns in a Group of Middle-Class Negro Girls,"
J r>f Snoifli P«Yftftff>iogyt XII (July, 19*K)J, 179-9o.
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by middle-class standards. It suggests that the whole
stereotype may be a myth, that the freer use of four-
letter words, the references to sex in "soul music," the
"hot" movements in dancing, do not necessarily mean an
absence of conflicts regarding what is proper sexual
behavior for children.
The literature stresses the "weak" position of the
black male as a result of the heavy matrifocal bias in
lower-middle-class and lower-class families. This is
accentuated by his inability to secure adequate and
regular employment. Placed, thus, on the defensive, a
high proportion of males displace their anxiety and
hostility upon their wives and children, become passive,
or retreat into the excessive use of alcohol. Much of
the data on the fathers in this sample illustrates this
type of behavior.
Mention was made in the first chapter of this thesis
of the myths and stereotypes about the inherent intellec
tual inferiority of blacks with the observation that such
ideas have no scientific respectability. Yet, a contro
versy has been revived during the past decade over whether
or not persisting differences in I.Q.'a between racial and
ethnic groups oan be accounted for by non-biological
factors. Earlier explanations emphasized social and cul
tural differences that affected the learning process and
insisted, on the basis of empirical evidence, that an
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individual's I.Q. was not unalterably fixed. More reoent
research has stressed the emotional state of the indivi
dual as an additional, and often crucial factor, in per
formance on intelligence tests and for general academic
performance. Work with these nine cases corroborates
the evidence that I.Q. is affected by emotional states and
that scores can be improved. Future research might give
some attention to the question of whether or not emotions
directly connected with race sometimes play a deoisive role
in intellectual retardation.
As Thomas Pettigrew has pointed out — the neurotic,
the insane, the criminal, and the seriously ill — are
an index to the degree of social disorganization resulting
from the victimization of blacks in American society. High
statistical rates are like the tip of an iceberg. They
call attention to a much larger object down below. Our
nine cases are an index to widespread emotional problems
among blacks which do not ever come to the attention of
therapists, either because people "learn to live with" those
who have slightly aberrant behavior or do not know there
are institutions available, or for various reasons cannot
get help.
The therapists have a responsibility to try to pre
pare these nine young people to function in a caste-class
society as well as they can. There are psychiatrists,
however, who suggest that the solution to the emotional
problems of many black youths will come another way — by
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Involvement In social movements oriented toward changing
the structure of black-white relations in America. One
case indicates this type of adjustment, that of Joe.
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
According to the literature, the incidence of per
sonal and social disorganization in America Is greater
for blacks than it is for whites. There exists an exten
sive body of literature suggesting that this results from
the stresses and strains experienced by black Americans
within our system of caste and class and for which
segregation and discrimination are distinguishing charac
teristics.
Blacks in America have a special mental health pro
blem different from that shared by all people within our
society. As they move from infancy to maturity, blacks
face situations that place a strain upon the operation of
the normal adjustment processes, e.g., sublimation, dis
placement and reaction formation as well as the other
defense mechanisms. Blacks are often compelled to express
their reactions in exaggerated form, or to utilize certain
types of adjustment more frequently and more extensively
than whites, and in a way that leads to personality dis
tortion, if not to mass emotional disturbance. The concept
6**
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of "normality" Itself becomes qualified, for what might
be paranoia for the white might well be realistic suspicion
for the black.
A certain proportion of all ohlldren in American
society are emotionally disturbed and in need of therapy.
It is highly probable that a greater proportion of black
than white children fall into this category, at least a
neo-Freudian theory would lead us to expect that this is
true. Only the most severely disturbed among them, however,
are referred for treatment, and it is from that group that
our sample of nine cases was drawn.
In dealing with the personal disorders of very
young children, only one type of social structure is
relevant in studying the socio-cultural factor in the
development process — the family or its institutional
substitute. For black children it is this structure that
mediates the caste-situation. Directly and indirectly the
black family structure has been shaped by slavery and the
post-slavery caste system. Matrifocal families in massive
numbers have been created among the lowest socio-economic
levels, with the consequent weakening of male roles and a
complicating of the problem of resolving the oedipal con
flict. Ihe case of Amazon lays bare the dynamio that
characterizes thousands of such blaok families and which
leads to disorders such as those she manifests. Hers is
an extreme case that was referred for therapy. There are
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others like her who never see a psychiatrist and who grow
up to help maintain what Moynlhan calls "the tangle of
pathology" within the ghettos —- in hostile and violent
relations with males, sometime settling for a life as
prostitutes, and occasionally getting "saved" by joining
a holiness church or a cult and repudiating sex from a
sense of depression and guilt.
Some of our cases are children with upwardly mobile
mothers who were reared in families of "Black Puritans,"
straining ever so hard to "escape" from lower-classness
that they overemphasized sexual repression and male
authoritarianism, thereby producing the mothers of child
ren in our sample who "take out" the hostility related to
their own domineering father on the husbands that they have
chosen, usually from below themselves in status. Thus,
they create new families in which tension is rampant and
where the separation is high, resulting in lower middle-
class matrifooal families. And they feel guilty because
there is no father present and they cannot give as much
time and attention to their children as they feel they
should.
The pre-adolescent children in the sample have, up to
this point in their lives, experienced the caste factor
only indirectly in terms of the kinds of family situations
they were socialized in — these being broken homes whose
malformation can be traced to the impact on them of the
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caste system. later they will face segregation and dis
crimination directly. Even this early, however, problems
of racial Identity are evident, exemplified In Its most
extreme form In the case of Paul, whose father was black
and whose mother was white.
The adolescents have developed an awareness of what
It means to be a black person In America, If not from
personal experience, at least from newspapers, magazines,
television, the movies, radio, and discussions by families
and peers. Our data do not reveal a preoccupation with
race and the therapists did not probe for repressed
material of this sort. Enough came to the surface, however,
In art therapy and play therapy and In Interviews to corro
borate the theory of Erikson and others, that black child
ren face a racial Identity crisis as well as a more
generalized self-identity crisis. In the case of one girl,
it was complicated by the occasional participation of her
self and her family in a predominantly white church.
The question most pertinent to this thesis is* How
does the caste factor enter into the process of therapy?
An neo-Freudian therapists recognize the Importance of
this factor. There is little in the literature, however,
suggesting how it might best be treated. The staff at EEEt
were aware of it too, but it is significant that neither
in diagnostic interviews or in therapeutic work (except
in the case of the boy who became interested In the Black
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Muslims) was It something that was pursued In depth.
There was no pursuing of "hints" by therapists to encourage
the patients to "unload" when they spoke of race to ascer
tain Just how deeply they felt about racial matters. Does
Paul resent the fact that his father Is black? Do others
see the dellnquenoles of their fathers In racial terms?
Do the slow learners associate the myth that blacks don't
learn as easily as whites to their own Inability to learn
at appropriate age-grade levels? Do any use race as an
excuse for failure? Is there evidence of lower self-
esteem because of race? The therapists may have been
reluotant to raise these questions for varied reasons,
but they cannot be minimized If we are to deal quickly
and satisfactorily with the mental health of blacks In
America.
This leads to the final point. In some cases, there
was a feeling that for boys a black male therapist was
preferable to a white one. Is It possible that trans
ference to a white male therapist raises more problems
than It solves? Perhaps, on the frontiers of research,
some controlled experimentation Is needed In this area
just as students of research have studied the differential
responses obtained when Interviewers of black are blacks
than when they are whites. Theory would lead us to expect
a differential response In therapy. Obviously, this Is
not possible until there Is a greater number of black
therapists available.
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Our cases support the contention that both caste
and olass factors are dynamlos in the cause and the cure
of emotional disturbances among black children.
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